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Welcome to the February 2012 edition of the NARIC News. The
response to last month’s edition was very positive, but please
continue to let us know what you think through the feedback link
below.

Training Programme
The 2012 training schedule
is available online. Several
sessions in March in London
are already full, so please
don’t delay in sending your
booking forms to us… View
full schedule.

UK NARIC blog
We are receiving a lot of
comments about our blogs.
Come and have a look at
what we are saying.

New areas of growth?
Latest figures from UK NARIC (2011 vs. 2010) highlight that there
has been a reduction in the usage of service related to Southern
Asia, while there has been an increase for Africa and the Middle
East.
Using 2010 and 2011 data from 3 sources - UK NARIC online
database page views, enquiries from members and individual
assessments – a noticeable increase in interest has emerged for
countries in Africa and the Middle East. Conversely, there has been
a drop in the proportion associated with countries in Southern Asia.
(more...)

Busy, busy, busy
We’ve recently had our
busiest ever day in terms of
log-ons to our databases!
On 31st January we had
1475 individual users log-on.
We also saw a 2.25%
growth in usage last year.

Feedback
If you have any comments
about the service we provide
or any of the articles in this
issue please e-mail us
feedback@naric.org.uk

Benchmarking the
ICCE qualifications
A recent benchmarking study
by UK NARIC has confirmed
that the International Certificate
of Christian Education General
and Advanced Certificates can
be considered to be
comparable to the overall
Cambridge International O and
A Level standard respectively.
(more...)

Spotlight: Indonesia
Based upon data from usage of
the UK NARIC service, we
present a new set of articles,
designed to provide a brief
perspective of emerging
recruitment markets for
education providers.
Indonesia is one of the
countries showing a marked
increase in the number of page
views within the International
Comparisons database.
(more...)

The changing role of
NARICs
UK NARIC is leading on an
international project looking at
the evolving role of NARICs in
the constantly changing and
developing field of education
and recognition of international
qualifications and skills.
(more...)
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